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Abstract: Sustainability, as well as the sustainable use of resources and related issues, has inspired
a long-lasting and lively debate among scholars of different disciplines. Due to under-investigation
of several of the sustainability-related challenges, this paper aims to better understand the system
dynamics that, supported by some digital enablers (e.g., digital technologies and platforms), boost the
sustainability of complex service systems such as healthcare. To this end, the theoretical meta-model
of interaction types, which inspired the prototype digital platform dedicated to the online delivery
of health-related services, is presented. Moreover, some healthcare usage scenarios, based on the
prototype’s functions, are analysed and discussed. This allows understanding of how important the
role of technologies and, in particular, digital platforms, are in empowering actors and in making
them willing to interact, and share their own resources in continually new ways. This paves the way
for ongoing value co-creation, which is essential for healthcare system sustainability.
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1. Introduction

Moving on from the seminal assumptions of the Brundtland report [1], sustainability has gained
momentum over the years, attracting the attention of scholars belonging to different disciplines [2].
This has also led sustainability research to go beyond the initial mere environmental perspective
to also approach the social and economic domains. Even though the notion of sustainability is
broadly whispered and accepted, the ways it has been explored and conceptualized remains vague
and somewhat blurred [3,4]. Thus, being multifaceted concepts, sustainability and sustainable
development cannot be approached in a similar and integrated way. Therefore, they call for balancing
socio-ecological and socio-technical systems, which their several inner interactions make inherently
complex [5]. Thus, sustainability has to face complex issues arising from the intricate and often
unbalanced human-based and social interactions that affect decision-making at social, economic and
environmental levels. To challenge these issues, a multi-disciplinary approach is required [6,7].

This study, aiming to investigate sustainability in complex service systems such as healthcare,
has been based on the foundational premises of system thinking [8,9] and the Viable System Approach
(VSA) [10], which go beyond the traditional reductionist approaches [11]. In fact, healthcare is one of
the most critical service domains, whose complexity mainly arises from the fact that it has to deal with
people’s health and wellbeing. It follows that a number of related issues should be addressed, such as,
among others, health services effectiveness, cost efficiency [12], and, at the same time, the ability to
offer high quality and personalized services [13]. Therefore, the main aim of this study is to better
understand if and how structural relationships can enhance the interactions between the actors that
populate healthcare systems (e.g., health providers, patients, families, institutions, etc.), boosting the
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sharing of resources—mainly information—and in so doing, nourishing the long-lasting sustainability
of the whole system. In this direction, the pivotal role of information and communication technologies
(ICTs), and of the most recent digital platforms, in enhancing or constraining the interactions and
the subsequent resource sharing among a number of different actors will be investigated using the
interaction type meta-model [14]. However, it is worth noting that even though organizational,
managerial and economic research has often approached the influence of ICTs on health service
efficiency [15] and, partially, on its effectiveness, the literature still calls for a better understanding of its
potential in adding sustainability to complex service systems. Therefore, this study aims to contribute
towards bridging this gap, analyzing the potential of a digital platform for reconciling effectiveness,
efficiency and sustainability targets in a real health service context [12,16,17]. To achieve this goal,
healthcare systems should shift from a mere efficiency and effectiveness orientation, towards a more
holistic and harmonized vision [16,17], aiming to add sustainability to the whole system. This analysis
was aimed at understanding if and how digital platforms can trigger long-lasting interactions among
the different actors who populate the complex and dynamic healthcare service system [18]. In this way,
the mainstream definition of healthcare system was advanced, conceptualizing it as a set of activities
mainly intended to promote, restore and maintain health [19].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the theoretical
background on which the proposed approach to health sustainability has been developed. Then,
the theoretical meta-model of interaction types, on which the digital prototype has been designed,
is described. Then follows the presentation and the discussion of the digital platform prototype and
its role in adding sustainability to healthcare systems. Finally, implications and future research paths
are proposed.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. A Systemic Approach to Healthcare Sustainability

In recent years, service research devoted greater attention to sustainability, conceptualizing it in
several and, sometimes, different ways [12,20,21]. Dealing with this fragmentation and recognizing the
inner complexity of sustainability, scholars [22–25] called for further approaches that are able to grasp
the dynamic relationships that inherently characterize it [26]. In this direction, system thinking [8,9]
and the VSA [10,11], built upon the Viable System Model of Stafford Beer [27], represent two suitable
approaches for advancing the traditional definition of sustainability, moving it towards an integrated
and system approach. These theoretical frameworks consider it as a complex network of components,
relationships and active interactions, occurring over a specific period of time [28], between different
actors, aimed at reaching shared goals.

Focusing on relations and interactions, it is worth noting that these concepts are closely linked to
one of the essential elements of system thinking, the structure–system dichotomy [10,11], built upon
a dual approach (static and dynamic) to the observation of the extant reality. Drawing on these two
concepts, Golinelli and Gatti [28] defined the former as a logical or physical connection between the
components of a structure and the latter as the activation of a structural relation, which occurs when
resources, data, or both, are exchanged between different actors, willing to share their knowledge in
order to achieve a common goal. It follows that interactions reflect those dynamic behaviours that can
change a structure into a system.

Shifting the focus to the VSA, it represents a suitable interpretative lens for better understanding
the importance of sustainability for the viability of complex service systems [29]. Thus, healthcare
systems are well suited to the mainstream definition of service systems, according to which they
are dynamic configurations of resources (people, technology, organizations and shared information),
which create and deliver, through service, value for both providers and customers [30]. Moreover,
healthcare can be further considered to be a complex and adaptive service system, being a value
co-creation configuration of people, technology, internal and external service systems connected
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by value propositions and shared information, for example language, laws, measures and [29–31].
Thus, healthcare complexity mainly lies upon the interrelations of several different and sometimes
opposite economic, functional, emotional and ethical needs and expectations [32]. Drawing on the
aforementioned healthcare complexity, Saviano et al. [33] empathized the need for coupling and
balancing its traditional targets of efficiency and effectiveness with sustainability, in order to boost
the viability of the whole health service system. It follows that the traditional principles at the core
of business practices, based on a problem-solving oriented approach, are still aimed at solving just
one short-term priority after another, without a strategic orientation and a clear sense of direction [19].
Therefore, a new approach to the different interests and goals is needed, as well as to the number of
intricate and non-linear interactions occurring between individuals, organizations and institutions,
which populate the healthcare service system and which often generate unexpected outcomes [34].
In fact, even though healthcare remains mostly focused on mere operational efficiency, trying to
be compliant with the expectations of political and institutional supra-systems, a new orientation
is rising. This is aimed at also meeting service effectiveness, and therefore, at changing the role of
patients as well as at combining resources in a more sustainable way. This new orientation calls for
a radical change in service providers’ mind-set, who should be focused on better satisfying patients,
moving from the traditional doctor-patient relationship toward a provider–client relationship [13,35].
Two essential concepts at the core of the health provider–client relationship, as well as of the recent
healthcare general reformation, are the empowerment of patients and the patient-centered approach to
care [36]. These two concepts are based on the exploitation of the patients’ ability to always improve
their self-reliance and competence with disease [37], making them able to actively participate in
health service provision. This has led beyond the enduring information asymmetry that traditionally
affects physician–patient relationships. More in details, information asymmetry is mainly due to
patients’ dependence on the providers of care [38], which constrains the mutual and future-oriented
use of resources needed for healthcare sustainable development. This is at the core of sustainable
development for healthcare. In fact, being a dissonant interpretation of schemes and categorical
values [33], information asymmetry, together with patients and health professionals’ inability or
unwillingness to share their personal resources (information), might prevent the (co)creation of
value for the whole healthcare service system [39], leading, in turn, to the destruction of it. Thus,
the sustainability of healthcare service systems can benefit by the actors’ willingness to align their
strategies and, at the same time, to always adjust and adapt themselves and their behaviour to
the contextual changes [40]. In this direction, the recent advancements of ICTs and the rising
implementation of digital platforms has further boosted the empowerment of patients and the
progressive overcoming of the aforementioned information asymmetry, enhancing the interaction
between health professionals, patients and other people (e.g., families, peers, citizens, institutions, etc.).

2.2. The Role of ICTs and Digital Platforms for Healthcare Sustainability

Following a well-established service research path [29,30,41], there seem to be two essential
elements of a healthcare service system; people and technology [27]. People (health providers, patients,
families, peers, etc.) represent the main source of variety, intended as a unique individual combination
of quantitative and qualitative dimensions in which psychological, emotional, cognitive and cultural
elements affect the processes occurring in a specific system. Technologies and, in particular, digital
platforms, represent what can really boost the interactions among people, offering more effective
information management [42]. Even though organizational and managerial research has deeply
investigated technologies’ influence on health service quality in terms of process efficiency [15],
the literature still calls for a better understanding of their influence on effectiveness, intended as
a result of people interactions and their contribution to the co-production of personalized health
services and their sustainability. Thus, the personalization of health-related services lies not only upon
the ability to fit medical conditions to patients, but also on further dimensions such as their age, mental
and social conditions, personal traits, preferences, family circumstances and financial capacity [43].
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Therefore, even if this customization generally leads to costs’ increasing [44,45], digital technologies
seem to be even more able to face and constrain it. This is mainly due to their ability to renew and
offer a more efficient organization of the processes lying at the core of health service delivery [46].
At the same time, ICTs and digital platforms are also able to improve the effectiveness and the quality
of provided services. This makes them even more patient-centered due to the real and the ongoing
active participation of empowered patients, who can now access, mainly via digital devices, a huge
amount of information that nourishes their ability to self-manage their disease. It is worth noting that
technologies and, in particular, digital platforms, can act as interactions’ enablers, activating specific
and dynamic relationships between different actors, who can mutually share their resources to always
create new ones and, in so doing, ensure the long-term sustainability of the whole healthcare system.
In particular, digital platforms have boosted the access to resources (mainly information) and to more
reliable source of knowledge; therefore, patients, as well as other people, can individually improve
their understanding and awareness of medical issues and, in so doing, be involved in the whole health
service provision [47]. Finally, digital platforms are also able to increase resources’ accessibility and
the emergence of more sustainable multi-actor interactions, based on resource sharing, cooperation
and networking [48]. In summary, the implementation of health digital platforms can help face the
complexity of this service domain, balancing efficiency (or doing things in the right way), effectiveness
(or the right things that must be done) and sustainability (or the effort towards the establishment of the
right relationships with other systems) [49], as well as adding long-term sustainability to healthcare.

3. The Interaction Type as a Bridge between Relationship and Interaction: A Proposed Model

The meta-model presented in this section has been built upon the conceptualization of the
interaction type, here intended as a bridging concept able to facilitate the shifting from the structural
concept of “relationship” toward the systemic concept of “interaction” [14]. Thus, assuming a system
approach, the interactions occurring between different actors let them share and combine resources in
order to (co)create value that nourishes the sustainability of a whole service system, balancing it with
both efficiency and effectiveness targets.

The interaction type meta-model is here intended as the theoretical foundations on which specific
digital applications can be designed. Thus, it has inspired the development of a digital platform
prototype which will be presented in the following section (see Par. 4.), designed for facilitating online
interactions and, therefore, the provision of personalized services in a healthcare setting. To better
depict the inner nature of the meta-model, a class diagram has been designed (see Figure 1) using
unified modelling language (UML) [50]. Thus, Figure 1 shows the foundational concepts of the
interaction type meta-model as well as the logical connections existing between them. In particular,
the following concepts are represented as classes in the diagram:

• Goal—something that individuals or organization try to do or to achieve;
• Active entity—an organization, an individual or even an automated component able to assume

a specific behaviour when interacting with other active entities;
• Relationship—a logical or physical connection between the components of a structure or those

relationships; thus, relationships, facilitating communication, make it possible to boost the
interaction between active entities;

• Interaction—a concrete action involving at least two active entities and aiming to reach a specific
and shared goal;

• Interaction type—the structural element that shapes a specific kind of interaction and which
qualifies one or more interactions, offering them an external shape or configuration.

Looking at the logical connections between concepts, as depicted in Figure 1, the multiplicity
symbols 1, 2, and *, placed near the endpoint of each link, allow the diagram to be read as follows.
A relationship exists between 2 active entities if there is at least 1 interaction type that connects them.
Furthermore, a relationship comprises one or more interaction types (1..*) and has one or more goals.
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For example, the relationship existing between a doctor and a patient, based on this latter illness,
can have several different interaction types, such as, for example, appointment booking, medical
examination, clinical analysis, vaccination, etc. The dynamic aspects of a relationship are taken into
account by the notion of interaction; in this model, an interaction is a particular occurrence of an
interaction type (an instance of) and can be observed many times (*) with the behavioural pattern
stated by the interaction type.
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The interaction type can assume a simple or an aggregate form, where a simple interaction type
can be defined as a message flowing from one entity to another. An interaction type is recognized
through a unique identifier or code, the itName. In detail, a simple interaction type depicts the structure
of an atomic interaction (e.g., messages exchange) occurring between two active entities, which is
noted as follows:

itName = {activeEntity1, activeEntity2, goal, messageStructure, constraints}

where constraints either enable the activation of this specific interaction type or do not. To better
understand the inner nature of a simple interaction type, it can be useful to shape an expressive
example, such as when a patient books an appointment with a doctor. Therefore, the simple interaction
type that describes the structure of the “potential interaction” occurring in that case between a patient
and a doctor is:

appointment booking = {patient, doctor, to get an appointment,
“message for the appointment request”,
“to be in touch”}.

It worth noting that an interaction happens just when a specific interaction type, which links
a patient and a doctor together, is activated. Two expressive examples of interactions fitting with the
“appointment booking” interaction type follow:

i1 = {mr. Brown, dr. White, to get an appointment,
“I have a stomach ache, please book me an appointment”
“mr. Brown and dr. White are in touch”},
i2 = {mr. Brown, dr. White, to get an appointment,
“I feel sick, please book me an appointment”
“mr. Brown and dr. White are in touch”}.
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It is also possible to shape a set of interaction types, which group the related active entities
and define the actions that can occur between them, in order to better focus each specific interaction.
To describe the structure of complex behaviours, the meta-model used the notion of aggregate interaction
type, which is a set of two or more simple or aggregate interaction types and which is formalized
as follows:

aitName = {activeEntity1, activeEntity2, goal, setOfInteractionTypes, constraints}

where the notation goal represents the goal of the whole set of interactions in setOfInteractionTypes
and constraints either enable or not, the activation of all the interaction types belonging to the selected
set. To better understand the nature and the functioning of aggregate interaction types, a real example
of it, named “medical examination”, follows:

medical examination = {patient, doctor, to solve a health problem,
{appointment booking, take a physical, medical report, payment}
select all}.

The constraint “select all” implies that all the interaction types belonging to the
setOfInteractionTypes named “medical examination” need to be activated. It worth noting that the
higher-level goal, named “to solve a health problem”, is achieved only when all the other (sub)goals of
the setOfInteractionTypes are accomplished. Thus, the (sub)goal of the interaction type “appointment
booking” have to be necessarily and preliminary accomplished to continue the interaction between
a patient and a doctor. Therefore, as the following example shows, other interaction types can be
added to the patient–doctor relationship, such as:

follow up = {patient, doctor, to monitor the patient health status,
“information about the progress of the therapeutic plan”
“to be in touch”}.

This implies that a strong interaction type implies a strong link between patient and doctor.

4. Designing and Implementing A Digital Platform for Healthcare Services Sustainability:
A Prototype

Drawing on the interaction type meta-model, a prototype digital platform, DocBox24, has been
developed to better understand the way a digital application can boost the interactions usually
occurring between doctors, patients and all the other actors that populate healthcare systems (e.g.,
hospitals, private clinics, clinical analysis centres, Ministry of Health, other health institutions, etc.).

Being built upon the results of a long-term research project, DocBox24 main functions are:

• connecting physicians who work as freelancers with patients in a single application context;
• offering a complete set of digital services (e.g., booking, visit/report, follow up, etc.);
• provide an authorized access to health-related data to patients, physicians, public institutions and

private health organizations;
• maintaining a single database, which can be used for predictive analysis through machine

learning algorithms;
• integrating the existing or future digital, and even wearable, devices for data recording

and analysis.

As stated, DocBox24, being designed on the logical foundations of the interaction-type meta-model
described in the previous section, aims to facilitate actors’ interactions and, therefore, mutual
information-sharing, fundamental for offering updated and personalized health service and for
improving health-related processes, is ongoing. In this direction, Figure 2 depicts the top-level
architecture of DocBox24 in order to offer a better understanding of the possible interactions that the
digital platform can enable between different actors or active entities.
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The interaction types that the digital platform can activate are summarized in the following tables.
In particular, Table 1 describes some aggregate interaction types, while Table 2 describes some other
simple interaction types. However, both of them are simply representative of the involvement of
some active entities in a specific relationship. At this level of analysis, only the description of the
relationships occurring between three actors or active entities: individuals, health service providers
and institutions, has been provided. In particular, the first three interaction types described in Table 2
can occur when the aggregate “medical examination”—described in Table 1—is activated.

Table 1. Examples of health-related aggregate interaction types.

Aggregate Interaction Types

Relationship Interaction
Type Name Goal Set of Interaction

Types Constraint Initiator

patient-doctor medical
examination

solve a health
problem

appointment booking
take a physical
medical report

payment

select all patient

patient-analysis
centre

clinical
analysis

to get clinical
examination

appointment booking
payment

clinical examination
clinical report

select all patient

hospital-family vaccination vaccination
campaign

call for vaccination
make a vaccine

a family member is
responsible for the

hospital-family
relationship, select all

hospital

doctor1-doctor2 consultation

to get
an appointment for
a further specialist

examination

appointment booking
clinical history

clinical examination
clinical report

select all doctor 1

The simple interaction type “appointment booking” and “medical report” already appear as
components of “medical examination”. The interaction type “symptoms” is, indeed, a component of
“take a physical”, which belongs to “medical examination”. It is worth noting that this example allows
one to grasp the recursive nature of interaction types. Furthermore, the interaction type “information
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sharing” involves two active entities (e.g., two different patients), while the latter one depicts the
periodical data transmission from doctor to the Department of Health.

Table 2. Simple interaction types for structuring the aggregate “medical examination” and information
sharing between patients.

Simple Interaction Types

Relationship Interaction
Type Name Goal Message Constraint Initiator

patient-doctor appointment
booking

to get an
appointment

message for
appointment request to be in touch patient

patient-doctor symptoms to describe the health
status

message for the
description of

symptoms
to be in touch patient

patient-doctor medical
report

to produce a medical
report for the patient

message that describes
the health problem and

the therapeutic plan
to be in touch doctor

patien1-patient2 information
sharing

provide mutual
assistance to face

everyday diseases
problems

message with
experience sharing

patien1 and patient2
wish to share
information

patient1
or

patient2

doctor-Department
of Health

data
transmission

sending data about
the provided

treatments
data sending select all doctor

Being DocBox24 a mediator of interactions and an enabler of health digital services,
the traditional relationship:

active entity 1—active entity 2, must be reinterpreted—as follows—as a couple of relationships:

- active entity 1—healthcare digital platform;
- healthcare digital platform—active entity 2.

When the communication between active entity 1 and active entity 2 is bidirectional, more than two
interaction-types can be involved. This situation happens, for example, when the structure and the
goal of the traditional interaction type “appointment booking”, occurring between patient and doctor,
is broken into the following sequence:

1. patient-DocBox24, for appointment booking, initiator: patient
2. DocBox24-doctor, for appointment request, initiator: DocBox24
3. doctor-DocBox24, for appointment scheduling, initiator: doctor
4. DocBox24-patient, to confirm the appointment, initiator: DocBox24

Even if the huge amount of possible interaction types leads one to consider the interactions
occurring between the active entities complex, the digital platform offers a concrete solution to it,
boosting:

(a) asynchronous interactions, which no longer need the simultaneous presence of all the active
entities who participate in the interaction;

(b) the ongoing improvement of the interaction, for example in terms of interactions’ number
reduction, process efficiency and effectiveness, service cost reduction and similar;

(c) several kinds of interactions among different actors (see Tables 1 and 2);
(d) the provision of new services, such as the cloud management of an electronic health record (EHR),

based on ubiquitous, always available, but protected access;
(e) the data collection and the subsequent statistical analysis and data mining.

An example of the DocBox24 function intended to improve the analysis of processes, based on the
reduction of the number of interactions, follows. At time t0, the role “doctor” activates an interaction
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with DocBox24, aiming to publish an appointments’ timetable based on a temporal frame, for example
a month:

publish timetable = {doctor, DocBox24,
to publish the timetable for appointments in the next period,
“timetable”
“the doctor is registered in DocBox24 and can access its services”}.

For each period of time t1 with t1 > t0, a free time slot is available in the doctor timetable, while the
single interaction type that a patient has to activate is:

appointment booking = {patient, DocBox24,
“select a free slot in the doctor timetable”
“the patient is connected to DocBox24”}.

Table 3 provides an overview of the interactions that DocBox24 can activate between the active
entities typical of a specific interaction type. In particular, it describes how two active entities—the
doctor and the patient—can manage a patient’s EHR. The patient can completely manage his or her
EHR, while the doctor can modify just the sections of his or her competence.

Table 3. Simple interaction types for the management of an electronic health record (her) by the active
entities patient and doctor.

Simple Interaction Types for the Management of an EHR in a Cloud Environment

Relationship Interaction
Type Name Goal Message Constraint Initiator

patient-DocBox24 Electronic
Health Record1

The patient manages his
online health data and

medical reports

data to manage the
EHR

the patient is
connected to

DocBox24
patient

doctor-DocBox24 Electronic
Health Record2

The doctor manages
online data and medical
reports for his patients

data to manage the
patient EHR

the doctor is
connected to

DocBox24
doctor

A graphic description of the implementation of the interaction type “Electronic Health Record2”
(see Figure 3) follows, which delves into the doctors’ view of a patient’s EHR and is made up of
three main sections. The first dedicated to the recording of patients’ personal data, the second to
the measurements of their vital parameters and, finally, the third to the attachment and recording of
medical examination and patients’ files in the EHR. In particular, Figure 3a,b provides an example
of a nutritionist examination, depicting a graphical representation of a hypothetical patient’s (Kate
Milow) weight measurement trend.
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5. Discussions

DocBox24, the prototype digital platform presented in the previous section, offers some concrete
examples of the way multi-actor interactions can add sustainability to a healthcare service system.
Due to the fact that the platform is built upon the interaction type meta-model, it can lead to
better understanding of the way structural relationships are activated when actors’ resources (data,
information and knowledge) [51,52] are exchanged through mutual interactions that contribute to
changing a structure into a system. Moreover, the dynamic nature of the interaction types at the core
of the analyzed platform underlines the way a digital infrastructure can enhance the generativity [53]
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and, therefore, the involvement of different actors in the co-production of the health service, making it
as fitting as possible with ever-changing social expectations and needs [54]. In this direction, the digital
platform can be considered an interactions’ enabler, being able to activate specific and dynamic
relationships between different actors belonging to the healthcare service system (e.g., physicians,
patients, families, health service providers, institutions, etc.). In so doing, the platform also supports
the sharing of resources, enhancing their accessibility [55] and, therefore, the actors’ ability to retrieve
more reliable sources of knowledge.

As interactions’ enablers [56], digital platforms, such as DocBox24, are able to facilitate
the aforementioned interactions and, consequently, an ongoing and mutual resource exchange,
which triggers those mechanisms and processes that contribute to sustainability in healthcare systems,
which are patients and other actors’ empowerment, the reduction of information asymmetries and the
co-production of even more personalized health-related services. In detail, the platform supports the
empowerment of patients, allowing them access to a growing and detailed amount of health-related
information, which increases their knowledge about their specific disease, as well as other possible
health-related issues. This implies that patients and the actors belonging to their personal network can
improve their self-reliance and competence with disease, which makes them willing to participate in
the provision of even more personalised health-related services. In particular, the prototypal digital
platform boosts the involvement of a number of actors, who—performing as active entities—can
cooperate and activate those network interactions [48] essential for the ongoing improvement of health
services. These interactions are also nourished by actors’ participation, as well as by their continually
updated understanding and awareness about medical issues [47]. In fact, offering a shared and open
access to resources (e.g., information and knowledge), based for example on the implementation of EHR
and on the open access to a growing amount of health-related information and data, the digital platform
helps gradually counteract the information asymmetry that traditionally affects doctor–patient
relationships [38]. Thus, due to their growing awareness and knowledge, health actors others than
physicians can act, mainly through the platform’s functions, as real contributors to the co-production of
more personalized health services as well as to the co-creation of value for themselves and others [57].
In fact, actors can share their own resources through those service-for-service exchanges that pave
the way for ongoing value co-creation [56,58], which in turn, nourishes the viability and, therefore,
the long-run sustainability of the health service system. Therefore, the implementation of such a digital
platform can add sustainability to this specific service domain, balancing the traditional need for
efficiency, reducing the time and costs of health-related processes, with the lively need for an ongoing
improvement of service effectiveness. In this direction, the implementation of the prototypal platform
contributes towards services becoming more efficient and to reducing the waiting times and almost all
space constraints through the digitalization of health services. Moreover, service digitalization implies
the possibility of better managing other significant health issues, such as service’s costs, waste reduction
and similar [59], without downgrading the quality of the provided service, but rather making it as
effective as possible. This is also possible thanks to patients and other actors’ contribution in terms
of customization, ongoing improvement and in offering complementary services (e.g., physiological
support, social services, educational service, etc.). It follows that DocBox24, facilitating the access to
resources, triggers patients and other actors’ ability in self-managing diseases and a plethora of more
general medical problems.

In summary, assuming a systemic approach to sustainability, the prototype platform, enhancing
multi-actors interactions and, therefore, boosting an enduring process of resource sharing and the
subsequent circular creation of new and high order resources, can trigger that ongoing co-creation of
value fundamental to ensure the long-term sustainability of the whole healthcare system.

This contributes towards making the actors’ relationships stronger and longer lasting, as well as
promoting an even more conscious use of material and immaterial resources (e.g., financial resources,
drugs and medications, medical devices, information, etc.).
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6. Conclusions

Assuming a systemic approach, this paper supports a deeper understanding of those multi-actors’
interactions at the core of health service provision, trying to balance different and sometimes opposite
targets, such as the need for efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability, shaping a general, mutual and
long-lasting vision of healthcare sustainability [27,33].

Moving from the main assumptions of the VSA conceptual framework, this analysis offers better
comprehension of the effects that the numerous and complex interactions can have on the viability
and, in the long-term, on the sustainability of the healthcare system. Thus, this study contributes
to advancing the systemic approach to the sustainability of healthcare systems, underlining how
digital platforms, acting as multifaceted intermediaries of interactions, can boost the exchange of
resources among the different actors or the active entities that populate this service system. In so doing,
digital platforms nourish those value co-creation patterns essential for the enduring improvement
of health outcomes and, therefore, for actors’ long-lasting well-being, which is the sine qua non for
the sustainability of healthcare service systems. In this specific service context, this is mainly due
to the ability of digital platforms in facilitating patient and other actors’ engagement in resource
integration [60], empowering them also providing friendly and easy-to-understand health-related
information [61].

In terms of managerial implication, the potential of such digital platforms calls for a change in
public and private healthcare management, which should promote a smarter and wider use of these
tools in order to stimulate a dynamic and multi-actor dialect, aiming to combine the healthcare need
for efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability. Moreover, acting as an interactions’ enabler, digital
platforms enhance resource sharing and, consequently, they can perform as data manifold, a role that
should be further investigated, focusing on the implementation of big data techniques and data mining
procedures in healthcare, as well as other service contexts. This will help grasp those inner trends
rising from the ICTs’ mediated interactions, which generate a huge amount of data. Finally, further
research should investigate the influence that actors-generated big data sources can have on the value
co-creation process that adds sustainability to complex service systems.
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